
  
Abstract—Several cables for industrial application demand both 

high flexibility and durability because these are subject to a great deal 
of mechanical loading by nature of utilizing environment. In order to 
satisfy these requirements, the braided shields are included in cable 
structures. The braided shields of cables play an important role 
mechanically and electrically. However, due to the complex structure 
of cable braided shields, it is difficult to understand its structural 
characteristics experimentally. Therefore, an analytical prehension of 
mechanical behavior of cable braided shields is very important. In this 
study, in order to evaluate structural safety of cable braided shields, FE 
model of multi-core mining cable is constructed, stress-concentrated 
regions are confirmed. 
 

Keywords— Cable braided shields, FEM, Multi-core mining cable, 
Structural safety.  

I. INTRODUCTION 
HE cables are classified as industrial specialty cable, high 
voltage power transmission cable, submarine cable, 

umbilical cable and so on. Especially, industrial specialty cable 
can be specified by several applications such as loop cable for 
wind tower, reeling cable for crane, rolling stock for railroad 
application etc. The industrial specialty cables demand both 
high flexibility and durability because these are subject to 
external mechanical loadings and forced motion by nature of 
utilizing environment [1]. In order to satisfy these requirements, 
the braided shields are included in cable structures. The braided 
shields function as mechanical armor and electric shielding and 
grounding in the cables. Therefore, if fractures occur by the 
mechanical loading then, the problems of structural safety and 
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electric performance of cables can be assured. 
However, due to the complex structure of cable braided 

shields, it is difficult to understand its structural characteristics 
experimentally. Therefore, not only analytical prehension of 
structural functions and predicting of mechanical behavior of 
cable braided shields but evaluation of maximum stresses and 
confirmation of fracture locations are very important. In this 
study, FE (Finite Element) model of multi-core mining cable is 
configured and bending, crush resistance, torsion and tensile 
analysis are conducted. Through the analysis results, 
stress-concentrated regions are confirmed and structural safety 
of cable braided shields is evaluated. 

II.  FE MODEL CONSTRUCTION 
The multi-core mining cable model is constructed by 3D 

modeling S/W Solidworks based on the actual cable of Fig.1. 
The cable model consists of inner sheath, jacket, conducting 
wire, filler, bedding and braided shield and these are 
constructed by standards. Especially, the braided shields are 
constructed as strap type and the bedding is simplified as filler 
and inner sheath because the actual mining cable has bedding 
structure constructed by die press extrusion.  The length of cable 
is determined 1000mm to reflect experiment conditions such as 
bending, crush resistance, torsion and tension test.  

 
 

 
Fig. 1 The actual multi-core mining cable 

 
After the cable model built, FE model is configured using 

commercial preprocessing S/W Hypermesh [9]. The quad type 
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shell element is used to build the braided shields model is and 
the solid element is used to construct the other parts such as 
sheath, jacket, filler and conducting wire [2]. Moreover, in 
order to reduce the analysis time, the elements of FE model are 
composed of densely meshed elements in load application fields 
and relatively large elements in other parts as shown in the 
Fig.2. 

 

 
Fig. 2 The elements configuration 

 

 
Fig. 3 FE model of multi-core mining cable 

 

 
Fig. 4 FE model of braided shields 

 
Then, the contact condition ‘Surface to Surface’ is given to 

around braided shields that are interest region and the node 
sharing is applied to other parts for the efficiency of analysis. 
The number of elements of final FE model is 117,924. 

The compositions of cable are Copper, EPDM (Ethylene 
Propylene Diene Monomer), PE (Polyethylene), etc. and the 
material properties of plastic deformation range up to 20% of 
these materials are input. The FE model of multi-core mining 
cable is as shown in the Fig.3 and the braided shields model is as 
shown in the Fig.4 [3]-[4]. 

III. ANALYSIS RESULTS OF THE MULTI-CORE MINING CABLE 
In this chapter, bending, crush resistance, torsion and tension 

analysis are conducted on the basis of actual test conditions of 
multi-core mining cable. In the analysis, ‘Explicit code’ of 
commercial FEA (Finite Element Analysis) S/W LS-DYNA 
was used [10]. 

A. Bending Analysis  
As shown in the Fig.5, bending test conditions are 

implemented. The lower tester is built up of rigid body and its 
X, Y, Z direction DOF are constrained. The upper tester is be 
composed of rigid body and its Y, Z direction DOF are 
restricted. The 250mm forced displacement in X-direction is 
applied in order that the cable has 90º forced rotational 
displacements as shown in the Fig.6 [5]. 
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Fig. 5 FE model for bending analysis 

 

 
Fig. 6 The analysis result 

 

 
Fig.7 The stress contour for bending test 

 
As a result of bending analysis, the maximum stress is locally 

measured at the cable braided shields at the contact point 
between tester and jacket, when the rotational displacements of 

the cable reached 90º, as shown in the Fig. 6. The values of 
maximum stress are 106.70MPa by Von-Mises stress, 
104.90MPa by maximum principal stress and -50.20MPa by 
minimum principal stress. These results show tension is more 
dominant than compression to structural safety of cable braided 
shields.  

B. Crush Resistance analysis 
The implementation of crush resistance test conditions is as 

shown in the Fig.8. The size of tester is 2100100 mm×  both 
upper and lower tester. The X, Y, Z direction DOF of the lower 
tester are constrained, the upper tester is comprised of rigid 
body and distributed load 3000N is applied to upper tester in the 
Y-direction [6]. 
 
 

 
Fig. 8 FE model for crush resistance analysis 

 

 
Fig. 9 Stress contour for crush resistance analysis 
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Fig. 10 Deformation for crush resistance analysis 

 
As a result of crush resistance analysis, the maximum stress is 

detected at cable braided shields at the contact point between 
tester and jacket that is the mid-point of the cable as shown in 
the Fig. 9. In addition, the deformation is caused at the location 
of load application, as shown in the Fig. 10. The magnitudes of 
maximum stress are 108.00MPa by Von-Mises stress, 
108.90MPa by maximum principal stress and -53.45MPa by 
minimum principal stress. These results show tensile loads are 
more influential to structural safety of cable braided shields than 
compressive loads like bending analysis. 

C. Torsion Analysis 
The torsion test conditions are implemented as shown in the 

Fig. 11. The X, Y, Z direction DOF of all nodes of the one side 
cross section are constrained, the tester of the opposite side is 
comprised of rigid body and 30º forced rotational displacements 
is applied to nodes of end of rigid body in the Z-direction, as 
shown in the Fig. 12 [7]. 

As a result of torsion analysis, the maximum stress is shown 
at the mid-point of the cable braided shields as in the Fig. 13.  

The magnitudes of maximum stress are 49.63MPa by 
Von-Mises stress, 50.63MPa by maximum principal stress and 
-9.95MPa by minimum principal stress. These results show 
tensile loads are more influential to structural safety of cable 
braided shields than compressive loads like previous phases. 

 

 
Fig. 11 FE model for torsion analysis 

 

 
Fig. 12 The load point of rigid body 

 

 
Fig. 13 Stress contour for torsion analysis 

 

D. Tension Analysis 
The tensile test conditions are implemented as shown in the 

Fig. 14. The one side of cable is fixed and 2654N axial load is 
applied to the opposite side in the Z-direction (Longitudinal 
direction) [8]. 

As a result of tension analysis, the maximum stress is locally 
caused at the load application point of the cable braided shields 
as shown in the Fig. 15. The magnitudes of maximum stress are 
14.06MPa by Von-Mises stress, 9.526MPa by maximum 
principal stress and -6.69MPa by minimum principal stress. 
These results show tensile loads are more influential to 
structural safety of cable braided shields than compressive loads 
like all previous analysis. 
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Fig. 14 FE model for tension analysis 

 

 
Fig. 15 Stress contour for tension analysis 

IV. CONCLUSION 
In this study, the 3D model and FE model of the mining cable 

including braided shields, which plays an important role 
mechanically and electrically, are configured and with 
configured model, structural safety of cable braided shields is 
evaluated through performing finite element analysis. The 
actual test conditions are analytically implemented, analysis for 
bending, crush resistance, torsion and tension are conducted, 
and through maximum stress, structurally vulnerable parts could 
be confirmed. As a result, it can be ascertained that tensile loads 
are more influential to structural safety of cable braided shields 
than compressive loads. 

Heretofore, there is a lack of research on structural safety for 
cable braided shields. However, this study shows that a structure 
analysis of cable braided shields is possible. In the future, to 
maximize structural safety for cable braided shields, optimum 
design will be conducted.  

In addition, this study has focused on the obtaining stresses 
analytically so far, the analysis method will be verified through 
comparison with results of experiment and studies on life time 
of cable braided shields applying the fracture theory will be 
carried out in the future. 
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